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In this game, you play as 15-year-old Cole Andrews, on an accidental journey in a virtual isometric 3D world. He doesn’t
know exactly how he got there. All he knows for sure is that he has to find a way out! The only way out is to reach the
emergency exit at the very top of the world. To reach the top, you’ll have to traverse from Altitude to Altitude, solving
puzzles, and surpassing obstacles along the way. Most of all, you’ll have to work with a very important ability,
Perspective. There’s more to the world than you think! It’s full of illusions and tricks that will try to stop you from
reaching the top! Thankfully, perspective will allow you to break each illusion by rotating your viewpoint 90 degrees at a
time. An area or clue that you can’t reach or find might be hidden in a certain direction. Be warned! You won’t always
be able to rely on Perspective! You’ll have to rely on your own skills to reach the exit and help Cole make it back home
to the real world! Remember, everything is not what it seems. Good luck! About The Game Isometric World: In this
game, you play as 15-year-old Cole Andrews, on an accidental journey in a virtual isometric 3D world. He doesn’t know
exactly how he got there. All he knows for sure is that he has to find a way out! The only way out is to reach the
emergency exit at the very top of the world. To reach the top, you’ll have to traverse from Altitude to Altitude, solving
puzzles, and surpassing obstacles along the way. Most of all, you’ll have to work with a very important ability,
Perspective. There’s more to the world than you think! It’s full of illusions and tricks that will try to stop you from
reaching the top! Thankfully, perspective will allow you to break each illusion by rotating your viewpoint 90 degrees at a
time. An area or clue that you can’t reach or find might be hidden in a certain direction. Be warned! You won’t always
be able to rely on Perspective! You’ll have to rely on your own skills to reach the exit and help Cole make it back home
to the real world
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Features Key:
Fast game with smooth frame-by-frame animation
Cool and cute cat in game environment
Collect bonuses during each game level, take the bonus at the end of the level to unlock new character and bonus.
Four new adorable cat boys who are different characters from each other.
Four different game environment with different color and frame
Collect power-ups and bonuses by combo by making collect bonuses in the game levels

How to play
Avoid a red rocket from the cat in each level and make combos to get bonuses
Collect all bonuses in a game levels
Collect power-ups to boost your collecting score to the next level.
Hire a “Cat Hero” to assist you in the game.
Make the cat jump to avoid the fire and fire shoot

Collect bonuses
On KONG’s home screen tap and hold the cat until you hear a beep sound.
When you combo with a bonus move power-ups to the bottom of the screen.
To boost a bonus move power-ups, move the cat to concentrate your boosts.
To get power-ups from the higher animals, we will show you a picture of the game start screen where the higher
animals are displayed.
Each level will use one game environment. When you achieve the next level, collect bonuses will be the same item as
that of the upcoming level you are playing.
If you try to collect the same bonus in each level, it will only use that one bonus.
If one of the power-ups is collected, tap a bonus move power-up moves before the next successful bonus move powerups.

Statistics
Cloud saved numbers for both the English version and the Chinese version
Bugs and all other problems are reported
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